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1 NerveFlux Whitepaper 

    

Introduction to the NerveFlux Solution 

  

After years of research NerveFlux is happy to release its official whitepaper, setting the stage for 

testing and release of its innovative marketplace. 

 

“The test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the 

same time and still retain the ability to function.” —F. Scott Fitzgerald 

 

Blockchain Technology is a crypto framework powered by decentralization. Decentralization comes 

at the cost of accountability. With this Achilles heel, the crypto investors pay the price. Billions 

have been lost and tens of millions of dollars are being lost to scammers and hackers without any 

end in sight.    NerveFlux is an innovative project born out of necessity to solve real-life technical 

problems that are being faced by all including the NerveFlux team. NerveFlux is not crypto as usual 

nor a profit-driven investment. A fully functional NerveFlux Marketplace will eradicate the need of 

converting cryptocurrency to fiat. At NerveFlux our long-term goal is to build the future, making 

crypto more adoptable, accepted, and regulated. 

 

NerveFlux Marketplace is being built to adhere to government laws and regulations regarding 

property ownership. While NerveFlux is not an Estate Agency, we will work with regulated and 

licensed companies in the real estate sector on a global scale.  

 

In a decentralized world, crypto and the real estate sector are not compatible, which is why 

NerveFlux has employed semi-decentralization in decision making and full decentralization at the 

development level to build its system where anyone can buy, sell, and rent properties without 

having to convert the cryptocurrency to fiat. At NerveFlux we believe crypto projects should be 

driven by 2-way decentralization for proper accountably, security and regulation that will protect 

investors’ funds.            

 

The NerveFlux Marketplace is a unique and innovative approach to modern cryptocurrency use 

cases. 
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Disclaimer 

 

Must Read! 
 

 

This whitepaper contains information that has not been examined or approved by any regulatory 

body. This whitepaper is not a prospectus or other kind of offer document. Additionally, this 

whitepaper is not meant to be construed as an offer or a solicitation to invest in securities, financial 

instruments, or any other financial or investment instruments in any jurisdiction. Any country where 

such distribution, dissemination, or transmission may be prohibited is not allowed to receive this 

whitepaper in any way. No portion of this whitepaper may be copied, distributed, disseminated, or 

otherwise transmitted unless it also includes this “Disclaimer” section. 

 

Information presented through this whitepaper should not be treated as tax, investment, or any kind 

of legal advice under any circumstances. Users must seek the most valuable advice from 

experienced financial, legal, or tax professionals to make the right decision as per their situation or 

interests. NerveFlux Marketplace has incorporated some blocks of data in this whitepaper to equip 

users with crucial knowledge related to a niche that may be of interest. The views, materials, and 

thoughts included in this whitepaper are not to be considered as a solicitation for any kind of sale 

or purchase of any securities. 
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The Problem 

 

Crypto.com estimates that around 106 million people are using cryptocurrencies around the globe. 

A large number of people invest in crypto to fulfil their dreams of buying a property. Another group 

invests in real estate alongside cryptocurrency. 

The global real estate industry was estimated at 3.69 trillion US dollars in 2021. It is expected to 

expand at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.6% in the period 2022 to 2030. The market 

is expected to grow healthy during the forecast period, owing to the rising population and a desire 

for personal household space. In 2021, the commercial real estate space was estimated to be the 

most critical element driving industry expansion. 

As of today, there is no seamless way to buy properties or invest in real estate directly with 

cryptocurrency, making fiat currency and bank transitions the only option. Also, real estate agencies 

and websites show their pricing and conduct agreements in fiat currencies. Thus, crypto Investors 

and holders need to convert their crypto to fiat to buy or invest in real estate. The issue of volatility 

also has a marked effect in the use of crypto as payment option. 

Cryptocurrencies are becoming more and more popular every day and are often faster and safer than 

fiat currencies. A lot of industries have accepted crypto as a secure payment method. Over 320 

million and counting people use cryptocurrencies daily. However, there is no real estate platform 

that allows those massive groups of users to buy real estate with their crypto seamlessly without 

converting it to local or fiat currencies. 
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Vision At Glance. 

 

NerveFlux is building an ecosystem where everyone can invest (buy and sell) in real estate 

properties without converting cryptocurrencies to fiat. NerveFlux also has other use cases such as 

NFTs and its charity tree planting program aimed at fighting climate change. A tree will be planted 

(conditionally) for every wallet address. 

NerveFlux is building an ecosystem where everyone will be able to buy a property or invest in 

property without converting cryptocurrency to fiat. The NerveFlux marketplace will list properties 

in BNRV and other selected coins. The Marketplace Partner Program will let real estate agencies list 

their properties and get exposure to the crypto world. 

NerveFlux’s vision is to create real practical value for the crypto space in general by enabling 

seamless crypto, real estate transaction. It is important not to confuse NerveFlux marketplace with 

the so called “Real Estate Crypto” that has spring up lately offering various form of tokenized 

investments.  

In today’s world, fiat is the main and only mainstream tender for purchasing and investing in real 

estates. The real estate market is a multi-trillion dollars market that is expected to grow at a 

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.6% in 2023. On the other hand, the global 

cryptocurrency market accounted for US$ 2,040.5 million in 2020 and is anticipated to grow at a 

CAGR of 7.2% throughout the forecast period from 2022 to 2030.  

 

“A combination of factors, including high remittances in developing nations, the transparency of 

distributed ledger technology, high costs of cross-border remittance, and growth in venture capital 

investment, are proliferating the growth of the cryptocurrency market. Additionally, the increasing 

acceptance of digital currency by various industries, fluctuations in monetary regulations, and 

significant opportunities in developed and emerging markets are bolstering the growth of the 

cryptocurrency market globally” -ResearchAndMarkets.com 

NerveFlux’s vision is to bridge the gap between crypto and real estate which will boost growth and 

make cryptocurrencies an acceptable form of real estate payment. As pioneer and the world’s first 

fully decentralized real estate marketplace powered by crypto payments, NerveFlux is certain its 

valuable use case will parachute NerveFlux into the top 100 crypto in the next few years. 
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Innovation 

 

NerveFlux is developing an innovative marketplace with several issues and uses in mind. For 

example, buying and selling properties will be possible without having to convert cryptocurrency to 

a local one. The Marketplace beta edition will enable purchase of real estate properties via stable 

coin and e-national currencies where and when necessary. The Marketplace full edition will enable 

purchases using BNRV, USDT and other selected tokens without the fear of volatility or price 

fluctuation via NerveFlux’s innovative mechanism.     

The main use case of NerveFlux is its marketplace. NerveFlux is bridging the gap between 

cryptocurrencies and real estate by offering a platform where all sorts of real estate properties can 

be quickly listed, purchased, sold, rented, or leased as the case maybe. Unlike other platforms, the 

NerveFlux marketplace allows users to pay directly using cryptocurrency rather than converting it 

to fiat. 

NerveFlux will eliminate crypto’s greatest problem: volatility in its marketplace. Although you will 

be paying a very tiny transaction fee, NerveFlux provides an extra layer of protection and security 

to both buyers and sellers. NerveFlux marketplace is completely decentralized, not controlled by 

any entity. Funds are not held or funded through any third-party account or wallet.  

NerveFlux completely removes the bureaucratic stress of converting crypto to fiat while 

maintaining all legal financial standards, enabling seamless crypto-real estate transactions. 

NerveFlux marketplace aims to give users access to thousands of properties globally from vetted 

individuals and real estate agents. Real estate bureaucracy will be made easy with our list of 

verified real estate agents, lawyers, notaries and other real estate facilitators. 

NerveFlux, a green ecosystem, also offers its innovative tree planting program with the goal of 

planting over a million trees.  
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How NerveFlux Marketplace Works (summarized) 

 

All the properties listed in the NerveFlux marketplace will be visible to everyone. On interest, any 

potential buyer can contact the NerveFlux-verified real estate agent or the advertiser for more 

information about the property where necessary. Otherwise, a buyer can go ahead and purchase any 

desired property directly via the online marketplace. 

Appointments for viewing can be booked directly from the marketplace enabling interested buyers’ 

direct access to the property for viewing purposes either in person or through additional photos and 

videos of the property. 

If the buyer is satisfied, all the paperwork can be handled by any of the verified Notaries, Lawyers 

and Real Estate Agents listed on the NerveFlux marketplace. Both the buyer and the seller will have 

to fulfil all legal requirements in accordance with the seller location. For maximum security and to 

avoid any errors and scams there is a mandatory and automated security verification mechanism. 

NerveFlux marketplace is a decentralized marketplace designed to checkmate volatility, ensuring 

safe and secure transaction without intermediary. Buyers will be able to make direct payment, using 

any accepted cryptocurrency after proper registration and verification. Payments will be held using 

escrow smart contract to eliminate fraud and scam while fulfilling bureaucratic requirements of the 

seller’s location.  
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Marketplace Features 

 

Unlike traditional marketplaces, NerveFlux’s fast and robust system is free from the volatility and 

scams as seen in other crypto space. Some of the additional features of NerveFlux Marketplace are 

as follows: 

• Extra low cost crypto/real estate trading  

• Fully decentralized Marketplace  

• Funds are not held by any intermediary.  

• 24/7 Markets  

• Rapid Settlements  

• Integrated Wallet  

• Multi-Blockchain  

• User Friendly Interface  

• Rapid updates and bug management  

• Multi-lingual  

• Audited Smart Contracts  

• A non-volatile environment for crypto funds  

• Escrow Functionality  

• Vetted agents  

• User Profile  

• KYC  

Extra securities measures are in place to increase the credibility of the marketplace, which is why 

the payments are made through escrow smart contract. Also, users must verify their identity before 

using the platform. Every single property, estate agent, notary, and lawyer listed on the platform 

will be properly vetted and verified. This marketplace comes with the highest level of security. 

Every property deal will be made and locked by the escrow mechanism. The escrow smart contract 

ensures that neither the buyer nor the seller has access to the funds before the deal is successfully 

completed. An on-screen verification will be used to round off all the transaction and paperwork 

which fulfils the needs of local authorities in the geographical location within a specific period. 

It is worth noting that NerveFlux is not a real estate platform. However, to help the users, there will 

be a list of verified real agent agents, notaries, and lawyers to be contacted directly for the 

paperwork inside the marketplace. 
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A unique Marketplace 

 

NerveFlux is completely a unique innovation solving the issue of real estate in the crypto space in a 

truly simplified and efficient manner. NerveFlux bridges the cryptocurrency and real estate sectors. 

The marketplace is a digital representation of a market, which is a location where buyers and sellers 

gather to conduct business. In this instance, prospective buyers and sellers would be gathering to 

buy and sell properties. Thanks to its thoughtful design, all potential users can easily access the 

marketplace. The marketplace is a fully functional platform with a sizeable selection of verified 

properties that users can select from in accordance with their preferences. Properties will be listed in 

BNRV and USDT. 

Fully Decentralized: An added benefit of using the NerveFlux ecosystem is that it’s completely 

decentralized, allowing trading freely across borders. NerveFlux transactions have no intermediary 

institutions or government involvement. 

Blockchain Technology: The use of blockchain technology has facilitated a financial revolution 

that will leave everyone more financially connected, empowered, and enabled. Additionally, 

blockchain technology makes NerveFlux a safe and secure platform that regularly enhances system 

security to guarantee the platform’s safety. 

Lower Fees: The costs of transacting are kept very low inside the whole NerveFlux ecosystem, 

with only a tiny 0.5% transaction fee. However, if paid in Nerve token, this fee will be reduced by 

50%. Additionally transfers take place very quickly, eliminating the inconvenience of specific 

authorization and waiting period requirements. 

Direct Crypto Purchase: Incorporating third party service users will be able to purchase selected 

crypto directly using Visa and Mastercard.  

Security: Since blockchains are distributed ledgers, no one person, group, or entity has control over 

them. Blockchains also rely on sophisticated cryptography to give users security. Each user has a 

private key that they can use to access their blockchain assets. It is very challenging for a computer, 

let alone another user, to guess the long string of random characters that make up that key. In 

addition to that, there will be several verifications, such as two-factor authentication and KYC. 

Audit: Before the final launch of the NerveFlux Marketplace, to ensure users security, the 

Marketplace and the Escrow Smart Contract will undergo a Certik audit. 

Transparency: As previously mentioned, NerveFlux uses blockchain technology to create a robust 

and secure platform. Blockchain technology also makes the platform super transparent to the 

community. Every transaction involving the cryptocurrencies and virtual tokens that run on the 

blockchain is recorded in a public ledger that is accessible to everyone. 

Immutability: Any transaction cannot be modified after it has been verified and stored on the 

blockchain. Investors can be more confident that transactions cannot be falsified afterward. The 

system also provides investors, property buyers, and sellers peace of mind to deal through the 

NerveFlux marketplace. 
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NFT: After successful transfer of ownership, a unique NFT will be minted and transfer to the new 

buyer. By scanning the inbuilt NFT code, the history of the property can be viewed directly on the 

blockchain to provide additional security.  

Flexibility: The multichain NerveFlux marketplace allows users to pay with crypto, fiat in areas 

where cryptocurrency is restricted, and digital national currencies where required. Furthermore, to 

ensure the NerveFlux project becomes the go-to solution for everybody, the marketplace also 

accepts payments in local currencies where necessary. 

No Intermediary: As a fully decentralized marketplace, all payments made or held will be done via 

the escrow smart contract. Fund do not go through any third party. Payment is made end to end 

without any intermediary.  

GUI: The marketplace’s Graphical User Interface (GUI) will make it easier for any level of user to 

understand the features and navigate without any difficulties. The NerveFlux marketplace is being 

built to withstand continuous updates and will ensure an easy and user-friendly environment, with 

users not needing to type complex commands or know the coding behind each action.     

Volatility: The NerveFlux marketplace will solve the issue of volatility by ensuring that aside from 

stablecoins, other cryptocurrencies added to the marketplace will be protected from any sudden 

change in price due to market conditions often referred to as price spikes using a mechanism being 

developed by the NerveFlux team. 

Marketing: In a bid to aid the fast adoption of NerveFlux with potential buyers, sellers, and 

investors, NerveFlux has adopted an aggressive and extensive marketing network. NerveFlux will 

ensure it uses it primary and secondary use cases to create demand and adoption of its well-

researched innovation. NerveFlux marketing will focus on big media, TV adverts. We currently 

have an agreement with some of the world’s top business media, who will provide publicity after 

successful launch of v2, during marketplace testing. Influencers from twitter and all popular social 

media houses will also be instrumentalised.  
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Escrow Smart Contract 

 

Smart contracts are pieces of blockchain-based computer code that automatically carry out and 

uphold user agreements without the need for human intervention. A smart contract cannot be 

changed once it has been published, as it is linked and audited by the blockchain. 

NerveFlux is not just a Marketplace where smart contracts do the job; employing escrow, 

NerveFlux will ensure that both buyers and sellers reach an agreement and complete all necessary 

paperwork in accordance with the seller’s location while being able to manage volatility. With our 

top level trusted third-party smart contract, both buyers and seller funds are protected until all legal 

real estate requirements are met and satisfied within a stipulated time frame.  

Smart contracts are decentralized. One important point to remember is that smart contracts do not 

take the place of attorneys. In fact, there is a big difference between what is required by law and 

what smart contracts are capable of. It’s critical to comprehend what tasks smart contracts can 

successfully accomplish and what they are unable to do. In certain situations, a legal override may 

be required, while in others, it is essential that the smart contract be modified to comply with the 

relevant legal requirement. 

NerveFlux escrow marketplace smart contracts will be subjected to in-depth technical security 

audits to find and fix any coding issues before and after any update. NerveFlux will employ 

security-focused top smart contract audit companies at every stage of coding to ensure optimal 

performance and security. It will make sure that buyers and sellers do not need to go through any 

hassles and ensure that the contract is safe from hackers. 
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Multichain Functionality 

One of the most significant advantages of NerveFlux project is its ability to support and run on 

multiple blockchains. By using multiple blockchains NerveFlux marketplace will provide a 

simplified and secure gateway to real estate investment and make NerveFlux and its Baby Nerve 

(BNRV) tokens accessible to almost every crypto user around the globe.      

NerveFlux will initially use Polygon, Ethereum, Binance, and Solana blockchains. Down the line, 

there will be more blockchain networks available in the NerveFlux ecosystem. Multichain 

functionality allows easy communication and interaction between the blockchains so that users can 

utilize the project across different networks. It creates an internet of blockchains that allows users to 

transact across multiple chains at the same time without needing to move their assets from one 

network to the another. 

Benefits of Ethereum Network: Ethereum blockchain was launched back in July 2015. Today it is 

the largest and most well-established, open-ended decentralized software platform. Ethereum 

enables building and deploying smart contracts and decentralized applications without downtime, 

fraud, control, or interference from a third party. To accomplish this, Ethereum comes complete 

with its own programming language that runs on a blockchain. A maximum of 4 million BNRV 

tokens will be circulating in the Ethereum blockchain network. In other words, there will be 4 

million Nerve ERC-20 tokens available for consumers, which means that BNRV is compatible with 

other Ethereum-based digital currencies. 

Benefits of Polygon: The Polygon platform functions using the Ethereum blockchain. Its main 

operation is to connect Ethereum-based projects. By using the Polygon platform, NerveFlux 

increases the flexibility, scalability, and sovereignty of the project while still affording the security, 

interoperability, and structural benefits of the Ethereum blockchain. Ethereum blockchain gas fee is 

a bit higher, and it can process only around 17 transactions per second. Polygon solves those issues 

by processing transactions on side chains. It allows Polygon to handle up to 65,000 transactions per 

second while maintaining a low gas fee. For all those added benefits of Polygon Blockchain, there 

will be a maximum of 4 million BNRV tokens available for the users in Polygon blockchain. 

Benefits of Binance Smart Chain: As of now, Binance smart chain is one of the world’s fastest 

blockchains. It is well known for its lightning-fast transactions. In a Binance smart chain (BSC), 

individual blocks are made every 3 seconds, unlike Ethereum, which takes 13 seconds. Moreover, 

the exchange vetting of every validator on the network, which ensures the security and reliability of 

the blockchain development, participates in the PoSA consensus. Binance Smart Chain uses a 

consensus algorithm known as Proof of Staked Authority (PoSA), where 21 validators stake BNB, 

the native token for the Binance ecosystem, to secure the network. NerveFlux will utilize the 

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network to circulate a maximum of 4 million BNRV tokens. 

Benefits of Solana: Solana blockchain ensures composability between projects without having to 

deal with multiple shards or layer-2 systems. This makes it easy for the average consumer. Besides, 

Solana can process up to 50,000 transactions per second with extremely low gas fees (less than 0.01 

USD). All things considered; It makes smart business sense to utilize the Solana blockchain for the 

NerveFlux project. There will be a maximum of 2 million BNRV tokens obtainable in the Solana 

blockchain. 
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Baby Nerve Tokenomics 

The native token of NerveFlux ecosystem is called Baby Nerve (BNRV). The practical usage of 

BNRV is for the purchase of real estate properties and payment of transaction fees in the 

Marketplace which will generate income for the NerveFlux business model, BNRV is community 

driven, automated high- yielding, auto liquidity generating token. BNRV rewards its holders with 

high yield generation in BNB. Hold BNRV Earn BNB. As a decentralized and multichain token, 

BNRV has unlimited potential long-term benefit. From day one, BNRV token is a scarce Token with 

4 million supplies on the Binance Network. 

To increase value and curb potential inflation we have introduce a permanent buy back mechanism 

in form of 2% tax alongside 2% auto liquidity, 2% auto reflection for holder and few other taxes 

bring buy and sell tax to 10%. The innovative use cases of BNRV token will create demand and 

drive value since holders will be able to use it to pay transaction few with a 50% discount on the 

NerveFlux Marketplace, purchase or rent real estate properties without fear of volatility (thanks to 

the well-researched innovative mechanism), and trade NFT. BNRV token will be one of the de-facto 

tokens in the Passivex ThombStone metaverse environment and Play to Earn Game. One token, two 

ecosystems. 

Recommended Slippage: 11% 

Tax: 10% 

Blockchain: Multichain 

Token Name: Baby Nerve 

Ticker: BNRV 

Decimals: 18 

Contract Address: 0xEEBd8A2ff96eaC98e0aBB0F10B4CB41AE4435778 

Wallet Address Wallet Name Percentage (%) 

of total Supply 

Lock 

period 

0x1810C11389ccc74Dc85b98B6B8e68aeEa106514c Marketing 4 0 

0x075e7A12a8853261Dfb71ad43DBc45c4bd5CE0b2 Project Development 5 30 days 

0xe0611a26b080E9F5540502118b65bEa7B5B27bf2 Exchange Listing 3 30 days 

0xa8C67DF2f76d9B072ec48b7b0a4ABBFff06bBd72 Swap 5 30 days 

0x2e2D538a5150ea963F17784fb92d32a5f2bC1cFC Team 4 13 months 

in total 

0xBBE529f7013D039A7d5485dc50Fba94ccc0c55e1 Developer 2 11 months 

in total 

0xe1842d011D63A67c8936c04A4D036216075032c5 Reserve   

0x311f69BB7d709026A3E4F2Bac5bfaF6AA8249a09 Buyback   
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BNRV Distribution Chart 

 

To ensure stability and prevent dumping of Baby Nerve token into the open market, the NerveFlux 

team has put in place the follow vesting and lock-up period. 

Liquidity: Liquidity should not come with uncertainty. Liquidity is your share of investments that 

is not within the control of the project team or owners. Liquidity is owned by the public. Baby 

Nerve token liquidity will be locked for an initial period of 10 years.  

Presale: If the team decide on private sale or seed round, token distribution will be locked for three 

(3) months, thereafter, released 10% monthly. 

Developers Token: Developer’s tokens will be locked for 1 month, thereafter, released 10% 

monthly. 

Project Development: Project development tokens will be locked for 1 month. Thereafter it will be 

reviewed by the project development committee which includes selected community members that 

have been voted by the NerveFlux community.  

Exchange Listing: Centralized Exchange tokens will be locked for the first 30 days. 

Swap: Any Nerve token bought after 16th March cannot be swapped. The token allocated for swap 

will be locked for initial period of 30 days. Thereafter 20% will be released monthly.    

Team: Team tokens will be locked for 6 months thereafter 10% monthly.   
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BNRV Tax Explanation 

 

Tax Explanation 

The BNRV tax system is design in such a way that investors do not need to worry about later token 

dumps. An automated and systematic model is in place to manage the swapping of BNRV token to 

BNB before it is distributed. 

Reflection: Development of the NerveFlux innovation and incentives for BNRV investors are of 

paramount importance to the team. With the introduction of 2% reflection as reward in BNB, BNRV 

token holders will earn rewards on each and every transaction in the NerveFlux ecosystem as long 

as they hold 100 BNRV and above.  

Marketing: High level marketing requires continuous funding. 2% in BNB tax has been allocated 

to marketing on top of the 4% token allocation dedicated to marketing. To ensure consistency in 

reward/earnings the NerveFlux team has introduced this marketing tax for advertising and 

marketing to drive trade, volume and increase wallet address holders. 

Liquidity: To maintain a healthy ecosystem, with enough liquidity for trade, there is a 2% tax on all 

transactions that is dedicated to auto liquidity. This will enhance growth and ensure a robust 

liquidity overtime. All added liquidity is automatically locked forever. 

Buyback: Price stability is key to growth in any ecosystem. 2% in BNB tax has been dedicated to 

buyback. In a transparent and consistent manner, the NerveFlux team will constantly buyback 

Nerve token with the fund in the buyback wallet. Depending on market situation the purchased 

token will be burnt or shared as incentive to investors in form of staking. 

Project Development and Reserve has been allocated 1% in BNB each as tax. These funds will be 

used for NerveFlux DAO and for any future development. 
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Nerve Tokenomics 

 

Token Name: NerveFlux. 

 

Ticker: Nerve 

 

Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain (BSC). 

Decimals: 18 

 

 

Nerve Contract address: 
0x8c21cef3c0f25e7fa267e33602702e3f1775360 

 

 

Maximum Supply: 200 million  

 

 

Circulating Supply: 44081563   
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Nerve Token Chart 
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NerveFlux RoadMap 

At NerveFlux our goal is to solve real world practical problems in a definitive and simplified way. 

After much research and experience, NerveFlux’s future strategy has been broken down into a 

precise and decisive roadmap till the 3rd quarter of 2024. Aside from this roadmap, the NerveFlux 

team will continue to present new stages and goals of the NerveFlux secret roadmap as each 

milestone is reached. 
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NerveFlux DAO 

NerveFlux will adopt full decentralization to give total control to the community. After much 

research and review of the crypto crises of 2022, we are certain decentralization is the way forward. 

As team we want to handover control to the community and push the NerveFlux dream like never 

before. To achieve this, NerveFlux DAO is on the way. The Baby Nerve token will be community 

owned, with project development funds, and the exchange listing wallet managed by two (2) 

selected community members of the NerveFlux community and four (4) representatives of the 

NerveFlux team. 

  

Public Vote: Voting will be conducted annually. A community representative will be voted to 

represent the community for a 12-month term. Interested community member(s) must hold at least 

2000 BNRV token and be an active community member in the last 6 months to qualify for voting 

and representation. 

  

Incentives: For effective and proper representation, 20% of the monthly generated income via 

project development funds tax will be shared as incentives for the 6 representatives of the 

NerveFlux DAO. 

  

Telegram Group: To achieve a full decentralized environment NerveFlux team will hand over the 

management of its telegram group to the community. Thus, the NerveFlux telegram group will not 

be controlled by the team neither will it be its official communication channel. The NerveFlux team 

will from that point onwards use twitter, media houses and its website as their official 

communication channel. Additional email addresses, telegram usernames and live chat will be 

provided in NerveFlux website to aid fast and efficient customer support. At every point in time the 

NerveFlux team will work with the nominated community leaders, providing needed information 

and feedback where necessary. 
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